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This booklet sets out a number of walks which you can 
follow on Peaceful Portway Sundays when the whole 
of the Avon Gorge is open to walkers and cyclists 
and to everyone, but closed to motor vehicles. On a 
normal day continuous traffic makes the Portway an 
unpleasant place to be, and an almost impossible road 
to cross safely. By contrast on the Peaceful Portway 
Sundays you can explore the riverside, and each of the 
interconnecting paths up the hillside to the Downs, all 
at your leisure and pleasure.

The paths will be marked at their start with yellow flags 
and at intervals with yellow flashes, but otherwise 
the routes are there for you to explore on your own. 
There may be the occasional guided walk if there is the 
demand. Note that most of the linking paths involve 
some steps. Only Bridge Valley Road, built in 1822, 
offers a smooth and even way between the Riverside 
and the Downs. Please also note that the old tramway 
incline involves a steep scramble at the bottom and is 
probably best explored in a downhill direction.

The Linking Paths include: The Zig Zag, The Bridge 
Valley Path, The New Zig Zag, The Tramway, The 
Gulley at Walcombe Slade, Bishops Knoll Wood, 
Bennett’s Patch/White’s Paddocks Bridge over the 
railway to Knoll Hill and links in Old Sneed Park Nature 
Reserve.

These Peaceful Portway Sundays will follow on from 
established events on the Portway which finish at 
about 12.00. So the whole of the normally heavily 
trafficked road is yours from then to 6.00pm on these 
days. If you arrive whilst there is an event still running 
on the Portway please take great care not to interrupt 
or disturb the passage of the participants.

If you would like to see revisions to these notes, or 
extensions and enhancements, or would like to send us 
your comments and photographs, then please contact 
peacefulportway@gmail.com

View from the Downs, c.1840



  The Long Walk: 
off-road

  The Long Walk: 
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  The Trym path to 
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  The Riverside path 
to Shirehampton 
Park Golf Course 
and Penpole Wood

Railway poster: no traffi c!
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The Long Walk: 6 miles

Starting from Cumberland Basin the Portway, without its 
usual traffi c, makes a memorable walk with numerous 
views of the river, the cliffs and the Suspension Bridge, all 
waiting to be enjoyed at your leisure. A little way beyond 
Sea Walls drop off the road onto the riverside path at the 
yellow fl ag. This follows the former “towpath” and you 
will see bollards from time to time all the way to Sea Mills 
Station. For the return trip along the top of the cliffs go up 
a fl ight of steps by the railway bridge under the Portway, 
across the road diagonally, and make your way down 
through the woods to Sneed Park Nature Reserve and 
Bishops Knoll Woods for Knoll Hill and Seawalls Road to 
reach the Downs at Sea Walls. Follow the Circular Road, 
and the grass beside it to the Peregrine watch above the 
Great Quarry. From here paths near the cliff edge take 
you through “Fairy Glen”, to cross Bridge Valley Road, for 
the Promenade to the Hill Fort above St. Vincent’s Rocks. 
Walk past the Suspension Bridge, or back and forth 
across it to view the Portway below, and then re-join the 
riverside itself via the Zig Zag path which snakes down the 
side of the Gorge just before the Clifton Rocks Railway.

The walks will be signed at intervals with yellow fl ags on 
Peaceful Portway Sundays. At the Sea Mills end the walk 
could be extended via the Trym Valley to Blaise Castle 
(2½ miles) or to Kingsweston House and Penpole Wood 
(2 miles).
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A Riverside Path from Sea Mills Station returning 
via Bishops Knoll Wood, and Old Sneed Park Nature 
Reserve: 2 miles

Follow the riverside path to join the Portway. Double back and then take 
the path under the Clifton Extension Railway (1877) to the Woodland Trust’s 
Bishop’s Knoll Wood. Follow path to the Old Sneed Park Nature Reserve and 
climb up some rough steps to join the Portway at its bridge over the railway. 
Cross over and down steps to re-join the riverside route to Sea Mills.
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A Circuit above and below the Great Quarry: 1½ miles

The Gulley is now fenced for a small fl ock of goats brought in to manage the vegetation. The path passes one of 
the vent shafts of the Clifton Extension Railway (1877) and at its upper end the steps have been newly replaced.

The route of the Tramline, constructed to bring spoil up from the river to fi ll the quarry in Durdham Down, remains 
largely in place. If you explore this take care with the fi nal 
scramble down to the fl oor of the Great Quarry.

There is a network of paths in the area known as the “Fairy 
Glen”, which leads through to the “New” Zig Zag path back to 
the Portway. At its foot the complete absence of any crossing 
of the main road explains why this lovely winding path is 
virtually unused on normal days.

And fi nally the nearby Bridge Valley Road itself will be traffi c 
free on the Peaceful Portway Sundays for a further beautiful 
approach to the Riverside.
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View of Bridge Valley Road, 1860
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A Circuit around Bridge Valley Road: 1 mile

Bridge Valley Road was constructed in 1822, long before the Portway which was opened in 1926. The 1860 view 
shows that the road swept down to the riverside through a largely open landscape all on an even gradient. It still 
remains the only link to the Portway free of steps. The circuit suggested here includes the beautiful Promenade 
Avenue which may have been planted at the same time as the road was constructed, as well the path named 
here as ‘Bridge Valley Path’, the course of which is shown on contemporary maps.
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A Circuit viewing the Clifton Suspension Bridge from all angles: 1¼ miles

The circuit takes in the familiar sights of the Suspension Bridge, the view from the Camera Obscura and St. 
Vincent’s Rocks, and the tree lined Promenade. But it is not often that one would walk down the Zig Zag path 
and along the Portway under the Bridge, simply because there is no way to cross over the main road. But today, 
Portway Sunday Park, there is no traffi c at all. The steps up from the bottom of Bridge Valley Road cross over 
Portnalls  No. One Tunnel of the Bristol Port and Pier Railway. This was opened in 1865 and ran to Avonmouth 
from a terminus in Hotwells, but was closed to enable the construction of the Portway in 1922. The tunnel was a 
popular air raid shelter in the last war.

The Suspension Bridge, originally designed by Isambard Brunel in 1831 was not completed until some years after 
his death, and was fi nally opened to the public in 1864. It has a span of 214m, set 75m above high tide level.

View of Bridge Valley Road-1913-before the Portway existed
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Memorable Walks

PEACEFUL PORTWAY

Portway 
(with footway/
cycleway on river side 
of road throughout)

Footpath access

1 - 17

Traffi c free paths

Rough route

On-road link

Cycle and 
wheelchair access 
by minor roads 

A - G

Walking and cycling 
route

 Walking Access

1 Footpath down to riverside 
via arch under Avonmouth 
Railway (steward at road 
closure).

2 Link path to Trym Valley 
for route to Blaise Castle, 
and to riverside path under 
Portway Viaduct.

3 Steep steps down to Sea 
Mills Lane for riverside path 
under Avonmouth Railway 
and along past former 
coastguard stations.

4 This light controlled crossing 
is the only safe way across 
the Portway in normal times.

5 Steep steps from Portway 
to riverside path.

6* Steps up to Horseshoe 
Drive and Glenavon Park.  
Also rough scramble to Old 
Sneed Park.

7*  Gate onto Avon Wildlife Site 
(note on normal days there 
is no safe crossing of the 
road here – or anywhere 
until the traffi c lights at 
Bridge Valley Road).  A new 
path leads to bridge over 
railway and rough lane to 
Knoll Hill.

8* Path to Bishops Knoll 
Woodland Trust via arch 
under railway.

9 Steps down to end of very 
attractive Riverside Path.

10* The Gulley, via Goat 

Enclosure, up valley to 
Circular Road.

11 Via the Great Quarry to 
reach the old incline used to 
fi ll quarry in Downs.

12* New Zig Zag Path.

13* Access from local roads, 
the Zoo, and the Downs to 
the traffi c free Bridge Valley 
Road.

14* Steps up to long track to 
the Promenade (steward to 
be positioned at bottom of 
Bridge Valley Road).

15* Zig Zag to Sion Hill.

16 Brunel’s Swing Bridge 
Entrance for route over 
Lock Gate to Chocolate 
Path, Southville and Bower 
Ashton.

17 Merchants Road crossing 
to the Harbourside 
Promenade.

 Cycling & Wheelchair 
Access

A Riverleaze
B Roman Way
C Link from Sea Mills Lane
D Top of Bridge Valley Road
E Granby Hill
F Existing designated Cycle 

Track beside Cumberland 
Road

G Lock gate crossing to routes 
south of the river.

 *   Locations of marker fl ags *   Locations of marker fl ags *   Locations of marker fl ags


